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REPORT

Variants in SCAF4 Cause a Neurodevelopmental Disorder
and Are Associated with Impaired mRNA Processing

Anna Fliedner,1 Philipp Kirchner,1 Antje Wiesener,1 Irma van de Beek,2 Quinten Waisfisz,2

Mieke van Haelst,2 Daryl A. Scott,3,4 Seema R. Lalani,3 Jill A. Rosenfeld,3,5 Mahshid S. Azamian,3

Fan Xia,3,5 Marina Dutra-Clarke,6 Julian A. Martinez-Agosto,6,7 Hane Lee,7,8 UCLA Clinical Genomics
Center, Grace J. Noh,9 Natalie Lippa,10 Anna Alkelai,10 Vimla Aggarwal,11 Katherine E. Agre,12

Ralitza Gavrilova,12,13 Ghayda M. Mirzaa,14,15,16 Rachel Straussberg,17,18 Rony Cohen,18,19

Brooke Horist,20 Vidya Krishnamurthy,20 Kirsty McWalter,21 Jane Juusola,21 Laura Davis-Keppen,22

Lisa Ohden,22 Marjon van Slegtenhorst,23 Stella A. de Man,24 Arif B. Ekici,1 Anne Gregor,1

Ingrid van de Laar,23 and Christiane Zweier1,*

RNA polymerase II interacts with various other complexes and factors to ensure correct initiation, elongation, and termination of mRNA

transcription. One of these proteins is SR-related CTD-associated factor 4 (SCAF4), which is important for correct usage of polyA sites for

mRNA termination. Using exome sequencing and international matchmaking, we identified nine likely pathogenic germline variants in

SCAF4 including two splice-site and seven truncating variants, all residing in the N-terminal two thirds of the protein. Eight of these

variants occurred de novo, and one was inherited. Affected individuals demonstrated a variable neurodevelopmental disorder character-

ized by mild intellectual disability, seizures, behavioral abnormalities, and various skeletal and structural anomalies. Paired-end RNA

sequencing on blood lymphocytes of SCAF4-deficient individuals revealed a broad deregulation ofmore than 9,000 genes and significant

differential splicing of more than 2,900 genes, indicating an important role of SCAF4 in mRNA processing. Knockdown of the SCAF4

ortholog CG4266 in the model organism Drosophila melanogaster resulted in impaired locomotor function, learning, and short-term

memory. Furthermore, we observed an increased number of active zones in larval neuromuscular junctions, representing large glutama-

tergic synapses. These observations indicate a role of CG4266 in nervous system development and function and support the implication

of SCAF4 in neurodevelopmental phenotypes. In summary, our data show that heterozygous, likely gene-disrupting variants in SCAF4

are causative for a variable neurodevelopmental disorder associated with impaired mRNA processing.
The regulation of protein-coding gene transcription is a

highly complex process that is crucial for proper gene

expression. RNA polymerase II (RNAPII) interacts with

many other complexes and factors to ensure accurate

pre-initiation, initiation, elongation, and termination of

mRNA transcription (reviewed in Cramer,1 Orphanides

and Reinberg,2 Kornberg,3 and Lee and Young4). Muta-

tions in several genes and proteins involved in mRNA pro-

cessing have been implicated in human diseases. For

example, heterozygous pathogenic variants in POLR2A

(MIM: 180660), which encodes the largest subunit of

RNAPII, have recently been identified as the cause of a

neurodevelopmental disorder (NDD) with hypotonia

and variable intellectual and behavioral anomalies (NED-
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HIB [MIM: 618603]).5 Similarly, pathogenic variants in

several subunits of the transcription factor IID complex,

which plays a key role in transcriptional initiation,6,7

have been implicated in NDDs. These include pathogenic

variants in TATA binding protein associated factors,

e.g., an X-linked NDD (MRXS33 [MIM: 300966]) is caused

by variants in TAF1 (MIM: 313650) and an autosomal-

recessive NDD (MRT60 [MIM: 617432]) by variants in

TAF13 (MIM: 600774).8,9 Furthermore, bi-allelic variants

in two subunits of the RNAPII interacting Integrator

complex, INTS1 (MIM: 611345) and INTS8 (MIM:

611351), have been shown to be associated with NDDs

(NDCAGF [MIM: 618571] and NEDCHS [MIM: 618572])

and lead to both altered splicing patterns and differential
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Figure 1. SCAF4 Variants Observed in Individuals with NDDs
(A) Schematic drawing of SCAF4 (longest isoform GenBank: NM_020706.2) with identified variants. Non-coding exonic regions are dis-
played in white, coding exons in gray, and encoded domains (according to Ensembl12) in color.
(B) Schematic drawing of the SCAF4 protein. One missense and eight likely gene-disrupting variants (excluding two splice-site variants)
are displayed below the scheme. Variants of unknown significance are shaded in gray.
(C) Clinical pictures of individuals with pathogenic variants in SCAF4 (I1 at age 3 and 5 years; I2 at age 20months; I5 at age 13 years; I6 at
age 6.5 years; I9 at age 9 years). Note common facial features such as epicanthus, a deep nasal bridge, bulbous nasal tip, and deep phil-
trum, particularly in I1 and I2.
Abbreviations: CID, conserved CTD-interacting domain; SR, Ser/Arg-rich domain; RRM, RNA recognition motif; PQ, Pro/Gln-rich
domain.
gene expression in cells derived from affected individ-

uals.10

Using trio exome sequencing on an Illumina HiSeq 2500

platform and data analysis with an in-house pipeline as

described previously,11 we identified the de novo splice-

site variant c.321þ1G>T in SCAF4 (MIM: 616023)

(GenBank: NM_020706.2) in an individual withmild intel-

lectual disability (ID) and seizures. SCAF4 consists of 20

exons and encodes SR (serine and arginine)-related CTD
The American
(C-terminal domain)-associated factor 4, consisting of

1,147 amino acids and containing an N-terminal

conserved CTD-interacting domain and an RNA recogni-

tion motif (Figures 1A and 1B).13 SCAF4 interacts with

the C-terminal domain of the largest subunit of RNAPII,

and together with SCAF8, is required for correct polyA

site selection and mRNA termination.13,14 So far, SCAF4

has not been implicated in NDDs or other diseases. Accord-

ing to gnomAD15 constraint scores, SCAF4 is intolerant
Journal of Human Genetics 107, 544–554, September 3, 2020 545



toward loss-of-function variants (pLI¼ 1, o/e¼ 0.03 (0.01–

0.11)), thus supporting a pathogenic relevance of the iden-

tified splice-site variant.

We used GeneMatcher16 to identify eight other unre-

lated individuals with NDDs and likely pathogenic vari-

ants in SCAF4 and two individuals with variants of un-

known significance (Table 1, Table S1). Variants were

identified through routine diagnostic testing or in a

research setting approved by the ethical review boards of

the respective institutions (Table S1). Informed consent

was obtained from the parents or legal guardians of the

affected individuals.

The nine variants that were considered likely patho-

genic included two splice-site and seven truncating vari-

ants (Figures 1A and 1B). None of them were present in

gnomAD.15 Eight occurred de novo, and one nonsense

variant c.1812G>A (p.Trp604*) was inherited from a

healthy mother. gnomAD15 contains 14 presumably trun-

cating variants in SCAF4, of which 10 are located in the

last exon and probably are benign due to escaping

nonsense-mediated mRNA decay. In contrast, the two

splice-site and seven truncating variants in our cohort

are predicted to affect the N-terminal two thirds of the

protein, and therefore likely trigger nonsense-mediated

mRNA-decay or produce a severely truncated protein.

Nonsense-mediated mRNA decay was indicated by

reverse transcription PCR (RT-PCR) on cDNA/RNA from

a PaxGene (PreAnalytiX, BD and QIAGEN) blood sample

of I4 with the c.1301C>A (p.Ser434*) variant (Figure S1A).

In contrast, the mutant c.1889G>A (p.Trp630*) allele in

I9 was still equally visible. However, as RNA sequencing

(see below) indicated reduced SCAF4 expression also in

this individual (Figure S1B, Table S2), a later decay pro-

cess might occur. Furthermore, we confirmed aberrant

splicing for the splice-site variant in I1 by showing

several aberrant transcripts with complete or partial loss

of exons 3, 4, or 5 (Figures S2A and S2B). RNA sequencing

in I1 additionally revealed another isoform with intron 4

retained (Figures S2C and S2D). For all truncating vari-

ants in the N-terminal part of SCAF4, a general loss-of-

function mechanism or haploinsufficiency is therefore

likely.

The Decipher database17,18 contains several deletions

including SCAF4, but all encompass a large number of

additional genes, thereby preventing specific deductions

regarding SCAF4 haploinsufficiency in these individuals.

Additionally, we identified two variants of unknown sig-

nificance. The frameshifting variant c.3200_3201del

(p.Glu1067Valfs*3) segregated in two siblings with neuro-

developmental phenotypes. Parents were not available for

testing. However, it is located in the C-terminal part of the

gene/protein, where most of the truncating variants in

gnomAD reside. The de novo missense variant c.783G>T

(p.Leu261Phe) was identified in an individual with a

consistent NDD phenotype. Though SCAF4 is not particu-

larly intolerant toward missense variants (gnomAD

constraint scores: z ¼ 1.94, o/e ¼ 0.79 (0.73–0.85)) and
546 The American Journal of Human Genetics 107, 544–554, Septem
though this variant is not located in any of the known

functional domains, there is some evidence pointing to a

possible pathogenic relevance. This variant is not present

in gnomAD, affects a highly conserved amino acid

(Figure S3A), is predicted to be deleterious by Mutation

Taster,19 PP2,20 SIFT,21 and M-CAP22 (Figure S3B), and re-

sulted in reduced SCAF4 expression in RNA sequencing

in I11, while mutant and wild-type alleles were equally

visible in RT-PCR (Figure S1C).

The clinical features of the affected individuals are sum-

marized in Table 1. For phenotypic delineation, we

excluded I10 and I11 due to their unclear variant status

and I4 who additionally has Sotos syndrome (SOTOS1

[MIM: 117550]) due to a pathogenic variant in NSD1

(MIM: 606681), confounding the clinical picture. The re-

maining eight individuals all had developmental delay

and intellectual disability, mostly in the mild range.

Speech was more severely affected than motor develop-

ment. While age of walking was within a normal range

of 12–18 months in seven individuals, only two individ-

uals had normal speech development (first words before

15 months). Speech was severely delayed (first words after

2 years) in four individuals. Developmental stagnation co-

occurring with seizures was reported in one and possible

developmental regression in two individuals. Behavioral

anomalies were reported in five individuals (63%) and

included autistic features, hyperactivity, and aggressive

behavior. Seizures occurred in four individuals (50%) and

included myoclonic seizures in two and intractable sei-

zures in one. BrainMRIs were performed in five individuals

showing nonspecific white matter anomalies in three of

them. I9 was diagnosed with pontocerebellar hypoplasia

and a thin corpus callosum. Variable other features

included renal (38%), cardiac (38%), or skeletal (63%)

anomalies. I3 presented with multiple malformations

and anomalies. Minor but rather unspecific facial dysmor-

phism were noted in most of the individuals. Shared facial

features in two individuals (I1, I2) were epicanthus, a flat

nasal bridge, a bulbous nasal tip, and a deep philtrum

(Figure 1C).

Taken together, likely gene-disruptive variants in SCAF4

are associated with a variable neurodevelopmental pheno-

type with predominantly mild developmental delay and

intellectual disability and frequently with seizures and

behavioral anomalies. As increasingly observed for other

genes associated with mild NDDs, putatively pathogenic,

autosomal-dominant variants in SCAF4 may be inherited

from a mildly affected or presumably healthy parent, as

observed for I8.

SCAF4 interacts with RNAPII. Interestingly, also variants

in POLR2A, encoding the largest subunit of RNAPII, have

been identified to cause a neurodevelopmental disorder,

possibly due to a dominant-negative effect on RNA tran-

scription.5 While variable developmental delay, behavioral

abnormalities, and white matter anomalies in brain imag-

ing overlap between individuals with either SCAF4

or POLR2A variants, the POLR2A-associated phenotype
ber 3, 2020



Table 1. Clinical Details

Individual 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

Gender f m m m f m m m f m m

Age 3y 3mo 20mo 16y 18y 13y 6y 6mo 6y 5mo 11y 4.5y 4y 10y

Variant cDNA c.321þ1G>T c.453_
456delTGAA

c.1028delC c.1301C>A c.1423C>T c.1614þ1G>C c.1649dupT c.1812G>A c. 1889G>A c.3200_3201delAG c.783G>T

Variant RNA/
protein

r.spl? p.Asn151Lysfs*
8

p.Pro343Hisfs*3 p.Ser434* p.Arg475* r.spl? p.Met550Ilefs*4 p.Trp604* p.Trp630* p.Glu1067Valfs*3 p.Leu261Phe

De novo yes yes yes yes yes yes yes maternal yes unknown (also in
affected sister)

yes

Height cm/
SD

101 / 0.66 84.5 / �0.28 162.6 / �1.6 165.5 / �1.51 157.5 / �0.41 126.5 / 1 114 / �0.22 (5y) 136 / �1.69 125 / �1.24 (8.5y) N/A 142 / �0.25

Weight kg/SD 17.2 / 1.04 12.5 / þ0.10 67.5 / 0.40 56.9 / �1.25 44.4 / �0.61 24.9 / 0 26 / 1.56 (5y) 38.2 / �0.14 21 / 1.19 N/A 62.7 / 2.39

OFC cm/SD 49.2 / �0.38 47.5 / �0.8 N/A 59 / 1.42 51.8 / �1.9 52.8 / 0 N/A 55 / 0.54 49.2 / �0.92 N/A 57.6 / 2.77

DD/ID mild-moderate
(SON-IQ 1x67,
1x50)

mild mild severe mild mild (tIQ 91
WISC-V)

language delay learning diff. mild-moderate
(DQ 56)

moderate yes

Walking 14mo 17mo 14mo 4–5y 14mo 12mo 18mo 14–15mo 29mo N/A 15mo

First words 12mo 18mo 2.5y 5y 14mo 16mo 3y 2–3y 3.7y not yet 3–4y

Speech 3y 3mo:
30 words

N/A 3y: speech
therapy

10 words >2y: 2-word
comb.

delay N/A 11y: 20 words simple sentences 4y: no speech N/A

Regression stagnation
with seiz.

no no N/A possibly in
speech

no no no yes (10–12mo) N/A possibly

Seizures,
onset age

4x, 27–30mo no no intractable
(myoclonic/
tonic), 10mo

myoclonus,
12y

no myoclonic
astatic
epilepsy, 4y

intractable,
18mo

no N/A yes, 2y

MRI anom. subcort.,
periventr.
hypomyelination

N/D N/D (normal US) possible focal
cortical dysplasia,
volume loss

normal N/D nonspecific FLAIR
hyperintensities
frontal
subcortical
area left > right

white matter
changes,
cerebellar
atrophy

PCH, HCC N/A HCC

Muscular
hypotonia

yes yes no yes no N/R N/R hypertonia yes N/A yes

Behavioral
anom.

autistic features N/A autistic features
in infancy

autism,
aggression,
hyperactivity

autism autism,
hyperactivity,
aggression

no self-injurous,
aggression

aggression autism,
hyperactivity

disruptive
behavior,
autism

(Continued on next page)
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Table 1. Continued

Individual 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

Gender f m m m f m m m f m m

Cardiac
defect

N/D murmur, US
normal

VSD, bicuspid
aortic valve,
hypoplastic
aortic arch,
dilated
cardiomyopathy

N/A VSD (self-
resolved)

ND N/R N/R VSD (self-
resolved), PFO

N/A N/R

Renal ano. N/D N/D unilateral
agenesis

multicystic
kidneys

unilateral
hydronephrosis

no N/R N/R multicystic
kidneys

N/A N/R

Urogenital
anom.

no no cryptorchidism cryptorchidism no no N/R N/R inguinal hernia N/A N/R

GI anomalies no no TE fistula,
imperforate
anus

s/p pyloroplasty,
nissen
fundoplication,
G-tube

none no N/R N/R no N/A N/R

Skeletal
anom.

no no sacrum
segmentation
anom.,
brachydactyly

kyphosis,
scoliosis

lordosis, hallux
valgus, toe
syndactyly II/
III

kyphosis N/R bilateral
ankle
rotation,
pectus
excavatum

antevertion of
femur

N/A scoliosis,
pronation
of feet

Other none none tethered cord,
hypothyroidism

sleep apnea,
chronic lung
disease,
bronchopulmonary
dysplasia, Sotos
syndrome

premature
adrenarche

none none delayed teeth
eruption

none none none

f, female; m, male; y, years; mo, months; SD, standard deviation; OFC, occipito-frontal head circumference; DD, developmental delay; ID, intellectual disability; N/A, not available or not applicable; N/D, not done; N/R, not
reported; anom., anomaly; HCC, hypoplasia of corpus callosum; VSD, ventricle septum defect; PFO, persistent foramen ovale; PCH, pontocerebellar hypoplasia; TE, tracheesophageal; US, ultrasound.
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Figure 2. Transcriptome Analysis in Four Individuals with Variants in SCAF4
(A) Heatmap displaying 9,038 differentially expressed genes between four affected individuals and eight healthy control subjects and
depicting the expression similarity between individuals with adjusted p value < 0.01. A total of 4,710 genes were downregulated and
4,328 genes were upregulated in the affected individuals. Heatmapwas created using the pheatmap package v.1.0.12 (seeWeb Resources)
applying the standard settings (complete linkage method for hierarchical clustering for both columns and rows). Expression values were
normalized, and genes were sorted by adjusted p value. Blue, downregulated; red, upregulated.
(B) Principal component analysis (PCA) of affected individuals and control subjects separated by genotype and sex. Affected individuals
and control subjects readily clustered within their group. PCA plot was created using the DESeq2 package version 1.24.0.23

(C and D) Gene Ontology (GO) term analysis of (C) downregulated and (D) upregulated genes depicting the top five GO terms for bio-
logical processes.
appears to bemore severe with profoundmuscular hypoto-

nia as a prominent feature.5

In the context of its interaction with RNAPII, an impor-

tant role for SCAF4 inmRNA polyA recognition andmRNA

termination was characterized recently.14 CRISPR-Cas9-

mediated knockout of SCAF4 in HEK293 cells resulted in

increased transcriptional read-through or in the usage of

alternative last exons. This, in turn, was visible as an in-

crease in the number of genes with an elongated 30

sequence over genes with a truncated one.14

To investigate whether SCAF4 defects also result in incor-

rect mRNA transcription termination and mRNA process-

ing in cells from affected individuals, we performed

paired-endRNA sequencing onRNA fromperipheral blood,

collected and extracted with the PaxGene system (PreAna-

lytiX, BD andQIAGEN), of four individuals with SCAF4 var-

iants (I1, I4, I9, I11) and eight healthy control subjects. In

the affected individuals, we then determined deregulated

genes, performed principal component analysis (PCA) us-
The American
ing DESeq2 package v.1.24.0,23 and determined differen-

tially used isoforms using salmon v.1.0.24,25 More details

are available in Supplemental Material and Methods. Of

note, this approach detects only known and annotated iso-

forms and indicates shifts in their respective usage.

We found that a very large number of genes (n ¼ 9,038)

were differentially expressed between the groups of four

affected individuals and the eight control subjects, with

an adjusted p value < 0.01 (FDR corrected). Of those,

4,328 were upregulated and 4,710 were downregulated

(Table S2). Affected individuals and control subjects readily

clustered within their group (Figures 2A and 2B), including

I11 with the missense variant, thus pointing to a similar

loss-of-function mechanism as for the truncating variants

and supporting its pathogenic relevance. However, addi-

tional data as well as direct comparison to expression pro-

files of individuals with other NDDs would be required to

draw any further conclusions on the possible pathoge-

nicity of this or other missense variants in SCAF4.
Journal of Human Genetics 107, 544–554, September 3, 2020 549



Enrichment of Gene Ontology (GO) terms as well as Re-

actome Pathways26 among down- and upregulated genes

were analyzed using the PANTHER v.14.027 enrichment

tool from Gene Ontology28,29 with the following settings:

test type: ‘‘Fisher’s Exact;’’ correction: ‘‘Bonferroni correc-

tion for multiple testing.’’ A list of all expressed genes

within control subjects and the affected individuals with

a base mean > 2 was used as background. In this analysis,

we found that downregulated genes were enriched for GO

terms that included regulation of gene expression and

regulation of nucleobase-containing compound metabolic

processes (Figure 2C). Furthermore, they were enriched for

Reactome pathways that included translation, gene expres-

sion, and RNA Polymerase II Transcription (Table S2). Up-

regulated genes were enriched for GO terms like ribosome

biogenesis and organonitrogen compound biosynthetic

processes (Figure 2D), as well as for Reactome pathways

like translation, metabolism of RNA, and rRNA processing

(Table S2).

In addition to broad transcriptional deregulation, we

also detected differential splicing of 2,942 genes (adjusted

p value < 0.05) between affected individuals and control

subjects, supporting the role of SCAF4 in mRNA process-

ing. We selected two alternatively spliced genes and

confirmed a shift in the usage of alternative transcripts us-

ing RT-PCR with primers flanking differentially spliced re-

gions (Figure S4).

The most prominent splicing effect observed was the

increased fraction of short transcripts in more than 70%

of all events (2,095 out of 2,942 total) (Figure 3A). This

was mainly due to usage of alternative down-stream tran-

scription start sites (TSSs) (70%) and/or alternative up-

stream transcription termination sites (TTSs) (37%) and/

or exon loss (75%) (Figure 3B). Interestingly, for most of

the transcripts, truncation was caused by a combination

of two or more of these alterations with all three modifica-

tions occurring simultaneously in 17.8% of all altered and

in 25.1% of shortened transcripts. As an example, the iso-

form switch of BTLA (MIM: 607925) is shown. Here, two

shorter isoforms due to usage of downstream TSS, up-

stream TTS, and exon loss have an increased expression

level (Figure 3C).

Similarly to the observations from differentially ex-

pressed genes, differentially spliced genes were enriched

for GO terms like nucleic acid metabolic processes and

gene expression as well as for Reactome pathways like

chromatin modifying enzymes, chromatin expression,

and gene expression (transcription) (Figure 3D, Table S2).

We compared the differentially spliced genes in individ-

uals with variants in SCAF4 with the 565 differentially

spliced genes after SCAF4 knockout in HEK293 cells14

and found an overlap of 25.7% (145 out of 565). A total

of 66 (45.5%) of these genes used an alternative last exon

(ALE). As various cell types usually have unique transcrip-

tome profiles, usage of HEK293 versus human blood cells

might contribute to discrepancies between differentially

spliced genes. Also, complete SCAF4 knockout in HEK293
550 The American Journal of Human Genetics 107, 544–554, Septem
cells versus a heterozygous variant in affected individuals

could play a role, since the remaining allele might still

cover some of the SCAF4 function. Nevertheless, the over-

lap between differentially expressed genes in HEK293 and

blood cells is larger than expected by chance (95 out of

565) as determined in a hypergeometric test (p value <

0.001), and the general consequence of altered mRNA

termination is similar in both systems. Furthermore, we

frequently found usage of alternative transcription start

sites highlighting the potential that SCAF4 is involved

not only in correct mRNA termination but also in TSS

recognition. Such a function could directly contribute to

the large number of changes in gene expression.

To findmore evidence that SCAF4 truncation or haploin-

sufficiency causes NDDs, we utilized Drosophila mela-

nogaster as a model organism and investigated the effect

of knockdown of CG4266, the ortholog of both human

SCAF4 and SCAF8 (MIM: 616024), with regard to nervous

system development and function. We obtained two

CG4266 UAS-RNAi lines (RNAi_1, BL#55354 and RNAi_2,

VDRC 26472) from the Transgenic RNAi Project33 from

the Bloomington Stock Center (BL) and from the Vienna

Drosophila Resource Center (VDRC), respectively. Ubiqui-

tous or tissue-specific knockdown was induced using the

UAS/Gal4 system34 with different promoter lines (Table

S3). By real-time quantitative PCR we confirmed reduced

CG4266 expression to approximately 60%–70% upon

ubiquitous knockdown (Figure S5). We first investigated

development and morphology of larval neuromuscular

junctions (NMJ), an established model for vertebrate gluta-

matergic synapses,35,36 upon pan-neuronal knock-down.

Specifically, we dissected stage 3 larvae and stained NMJs

in larval muscle 4 as described previously,37 to assess pa-

rameters such as NMJ length and area, number of synaptic

boutons, and the number of active zones where neuro-

transmitters are released (Supplemental Material and

Methods, Figure 4A). Pan-neuronal knockdown of

CG4266 with either of the two RNAi lines resulted in an

increased number of active zones, while the number of

branches or the number of boutons was elevated only in

one of the two lines, respectively (Figures 4A and 4B).

These findings suggest a role of CG4266 in synapse devel-

opment and morphology.

We then tested activity, seizure susceptibility, and gross

neurological and locomotor function in adult flies upon

pan-neuronal knockdown. Evaluation of locomotor activ-

ity with a monitor system (Trikinetics) and a 12 h day-

night rhythm for 4 days did not reveal any alterations in

spontaneous activity or sleeping behavior (Figure S6). After

inducing a mechanical shock by vortexing the flies for 10 s

in the bang sensitivity assay,38,39 we did not observe a

seizure phenotype (Figure S7). However, when tapping flies

down in a vial and assessing their innate behavior to walk

up immediately in the climbing assay,39,40 locomotor abil-

ity was severely impaired for both RNAi lines (Figure 4C).

Furthermore, we tested whether knockdown of CG4266

also impairs complex learning and memory behavior by
ber 3, 2020



Figure 3. Impact of SCAF4 Variants on mRNA Processing and Splicing
(A) mRNA isoform expression changes of four individuals with variants in SCAF4 detected by IsoformSwitchAnalyzeR30–32 analysis of
RNA-sequencing data. Most frequent changes include length loss, exon loss, and usage of an alternative transcription start site (TSS)
more downstream.
(B) Venn diagram depicting the most prominent causes for a length loss of isoforms. Truncation results from a combination of exon loss,
alternative down-stream transcription start sites (TSS downstream), and alternative up-stream transcription termination sites (TTS up-
stream). Venn diagram was created using the eulerr package version 6.0.0 (see Web Resources).
(C) Example of an alternative spliced gene (BTLA). All expressed transcripts are shown in the upper panel. The isoform usage is shown in
the lower panel. In individuals with variants in SCAF4, the two shorter isoforms with downstream TSSs, upstream TTSs, and exon loss
showed increased expression while the longest isoform 1 is used less.
(D) Gene Ontology (GO) term analysis of differentially spliced genes depicting the top five GO terms for biological processes.
Abbreviations: TSS, transcription start site; TTS, transcription termination site. Asterisks indicate statistical significance (*p< 0.05, ***p<
0.001).
utilizing the courtship conditioning paradigm. This assay

is based on the reduction of male courtship behavior in

response to sexual rejection of a non-receptive pre-mated

female,41 as described in more detail previously42 and in

Supplemental Material and Methods. By adjusting the

time between training and testing periods, both learning

(test immediately after training) and short-term memory

(test 1 h after training) can be assessed. Knockdown of

CG4266 in the mushroom body, the fly center for learning

and memory,43 resulted in a significantly impaired

learning performance for both RNAi lines and a signifi-

cantly impaired short-term memory upon knockdown

with RNAi line 1. RNAi line 2 showed the same tendency

but without reaching significance (Figure 4D). Also pan-
The American
neuronal knockdown of CG4266 resulted in significant

but less consistent learning and memory impairment for

the two different RNAi lines (Figure S8).

Taken together, these results suggest that CG4266 plays

a crucial role in neurological functioning and complex

learning and memory processes. This is consistent with

the neurodevelopmental phenotypes and cognitive im-

pairments seen in humans with SCAF4 loss-of-function

variants.

In conclusion, our results suggest that heterozygous

truncating/likely gene-disrupting variants in SCAF4 cause

a variable neurodevelopmental disorder and that impaired

SCAF4 function results in altered mRNA processing and

splicing.
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Figure 4. Impact of CG4266 Knockdown on Drosophila Nervous System
(A) Representative pictures of neuromuscular junctions (NMJs) from L3 control (upper panel) and pan-neuronal CG4266 knockdown
(lower panel) larvae. The white-framed box indicates the cutout on the right side. NMJ area and length as well as the number of synaptic
boutons, islands, and branches were determined. In the RNAi_1 larva, an increased number of AZs can be observed in comparison to
control larva. Scale bars represent 10 mm.
(B) Quantification revealed a significant increase in the number of AZs upon CG4266 knockdown with two RNAi fly lines using the elav-
x;dicer II driver (BL#25750).
(C) Flies with knockdown of CG4266 in all neurons (elav-Gal4/Cyo, BL#8765) showed significant locomotor impairment in the climbing
assay, as measured by the amount of time that 70% of flies in a vial needed to crawl up 8.8 cm after being tapped down. Data represent
the mean from a minimum of 170 flies tested per genotype.
(D) In the courtship conditioning paradigm, both CG4266 RNAi lines showed significant impairment of learning upon knockdownwith
amushroom-body-specific driver line (UAS-Dcr-2;247-Gal4). The short-termmemory was reduced significantly in RNAi line 1 with RNAi
line 2 showing the same tendency. Graphs display number of animals below the columns per genotype. Differences between learning
indices of control and mutant flies were statistically compared by a randomization test with 10,000 bootstrap replicates with a custom R
script.37

Error bars represent the SEM. Asterisks indicate statistical significance (*p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001).
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